
Improving a Model



In this lecture we will:
■ Start from the two models for 
■ See examples of a few important techniques to improve a model

the problem from lab3

The lecture will be an interactive coding session
■ These slides are just side-notes for the most important steps
■ A zip file with code/instances can be found on the course web site

Let's see the problem description again...



A small company can produce a number of product types
■ Every time unit, only a single product unit can be manufactured
The company has received a number of orders
■ Each order refers to a single product type
■ Each order requires a certain number of product units
■ Each order has a deadline, which cannot be exceeded
Some pairs of products  are associated to a setup time:
■ After manufacturing a unit of , before switching to 
■ We need to wait 1 time unit, or to manufacture another product type



Goal:
■ Model & solve the problem using CP
■ Satisfy all constraints
■ Minimize the makespan
 

We have seen two alternative models



Model 1:  = production time for unit 

■ Refer to the previous lecture for the parameter names
The  constraints correspond to the setup times:
■ If a setup is needed between unit  and ...
■ ...then the two cannot be consecutive



This model is available as prod-sched-1a.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on some instances

■ Try with the "easy" instances and the "medium" instances

■ How difficult is it to find good solutions?

■ How difficult is the optimality proof?



This model is available as prod-sched-1a.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on some instances

■ Try with the "easy" instances and the "medium" instances

■ How difficult is it to find good solutions?

■ How difficult is the optimality proof?

Answers:

■ In many cases, the model can find good solutions pretty quickly...

■ ...Sometimes, considerable more time is needed

■ Proving optimality is much slower



Model 2:  = product manufactured at time unit 

■  is used for idle production times
■ Deadlines:
■ For each order , the sum of units of  produced before 
■ Must be greater than all units of  needed up to 

■ Makespan: convert time indices to production times (multiplication)



This model is called prod-sched-2a.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on some instances

■ Try with the "easy" and "medium" instances in the start-kit

■ How does it compare to model 1?

■ Number of branches?

■ Solution time?

■ Do you notice any other difference?



This model is called prod-sched-2a.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on some instances

■ Try with the "easy" and "medium" instances in the start-kit

■ How does it compare to model 1?

■ Number of branches?

■ Solution time?

Main thing to observe: Model 2 works much better than Model 1

■ In terms of number of branches

■ In terms of solution time



This model is called prod-sched-2a.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on some instances

■ Try with the "easy" and "medium" instances in the start-kit

■ How does it compare to model 1?

■ Number of branches?

■ Solution time?

Behavior of Model 2:
■ Starts with bad solutions

■ Improves quickly

■ Quick optimality proof



This model is called prod-sched-2a.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on some instances

■ Try with the "easy" and "medium" instances in the start-kit

■ How does it compare to model 1?

■ Number of branches?

■ Solution time?

Behavior of Model 1:
■ Starts with good solutions

■ May improve slowly

■ Slow optimality proof



Can we do something to improve Model 1?

An simple change:
■ Instead of using a network of  constraints...



Can we do something to improve Model 1?

An simple change:
■ Instead of using a network of  constraints...
■ ...We can use a single  constraint!



This model is available as prod-sched-1b.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on some instances

■ Try with the "easy" instances and the "medium" instances

■ How does it compare w.r.t. the origial?

■ In terms of branches?

■ In terms of solution time?



This model is available as prod-sched-1b.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on some instances

■ Try with the "easy" instances and the "medium" instances

■ How does it compare w.r.t. the origial?

■ In terms of branches?

■ In terms of solution time?

Answers:

■ It works better! Sometimes a lot better

■ But still worse then model 1...



We could do the same for Model 2, too:

Can you see any opportunity to use a global constraint?



We could do the same for Model 2, too:

Can you see any opportunity to use a global constraint?
■ We can use , with  integer variable having:



This model is available as prod-sched-2b.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on some instances

■ Try with the "easy" instances and the "medium" instances

■ How does it compare w.r.t. the original?

■ In terms of branches?

■ In terms of solution time?



This model is available as prod-sched-2b.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on some instances

■ Try with the "easy" instances and the "medium" instances

■ How does it compare w.r.t. the original?

■ In terms of branches?

■ In terms of solution time?

Answers:

■ Same number of branches (we get no additional propagation)...

■ ...But lower solution time (we are more efficient)



Why is the optimality proof in Model 1 so slow?
Consider this example problem:

And this model 2 solution:



Here's an equivalent model 1 solution:



Here's an equivalent model 1 solution:

...But there are also 11 more!



Units with the same product and deadline are equivalent
■ Given a feasible solution for Model 1
■ We can permute the values of those  variables
■ And obtain another feasible solution, with the same makespan

We say that the model allows for symmetric solutions

How many symmetric solutions?
■ One for every permutation of the  related to the same order
■ Multiple orders: consider all combinations
We need to explore them all for proving optimality



Can we avoid exploring symmetric solutions? A possible approach:

Make some symmetric solutions infeasible, 
via symmetry breaking constraints

In the case of Model 1, we can add:

Or, as an alternative:



This model is called prod-sched-1c.py in the start-kit
■ Download it and test it the "medium" instances
■ How does it compare to the earlier model version?
Once you are done, try to tackle the "hard" instances
■ How does the difficulty change?
■ What happens if we use  in the symmetry breaking csts?



The improved model is dramatically better
■ Much smaller number of branches
■ Much smaller solution time
Different symmetry breaking constraints are not equivalent
■ In this case, the  version works slightly better
■ In fact, symmetry breaking constraints may hinder search
■ This happens if they antagonize the search strategy
■ I.e. they forbid the first solution that would be found



Now, let's give a shot to Model 2!
■ Model 2 is quick at proving optimality
■ But the first solutions it finds have poor makespan
E.g. for the easy instance data-sched-3-5-12-3-20-0:

-- --  1  1 --  2  2  2  2  2  2 --  2 --  1  1  1 

■ Product units are manufactured as late as possible
Why is that the case?



Now, let's give a shot to Model 2!
■ Model 2 is quick at proving optimality
■ But the first solutions it finds have poor makespan
E.g. for the easy instance data-sched-3-5-12-3-20-0:

-- --  1  1 --  2  2  2  2  2  2 --  2 --  1  1  1 

■ Product units are manufactured as late as possible
Why is that the case?
■ We have chosen to use  as a dummy product
■ And our value assignment heuristic selects the min value!



A simple fix: in our Model 2 formulation...



A simple fix: in our Model 2 formulation...

...we can use  (a high value) as dummy product:

We can improve a model by simply 
adjusting the domain representation



This model is called prod-sched-2c.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it on the "medium" and "hard" instances

■ How does it compare to the earlier version?

■ How does it compare to the improved Model 1?

Test Model 2 on the hard instance data-sched-3-7-20-5-30-3

■ Notice something strange about the solutions?



The improved model works a bit better
■ We get fewer branches
■ At zero cost: we have added no constraint
The performance is better than Model 1 with symmetry breaking
The first solutions found by Model 2 are still bad...
■ ...Although for a different reason!
■ As an example, consider instance data-sched-3-7-20-5-30-3...



This is a (sub-optimal) solution for data-sched-3-7-20-5-30-3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 

This is an optimal solution:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 0 0 0 - 2 - - - - 

They don't have the same number of product units!
■ Model 2 does not forbid to produce more units than necessary
■ This is correct: the solutions are still feasible
■ But it leads to worse makespan values!



We can use this to improve the model via a dominance rule:
■  a property of a solution (i.e. a reified constraint)
■  another property of a solution
■ We like  better than  (e.g. lower cost)
If we know that:
■ Every solution  satisfies property 
■ If  is satisfied, then 
Then we can visit only the solutions with !
■ Equivalently, if we think  as a formula...
■ ...we can post the corresponding constraint to the model!



In our case:

■  the solution has at least as many units as necessary
■  the solution has exactly as many units as necessary
We can see that:

■ Every solution satisfies 
■ If there exists a solution with ...
■ ...Then there must exist a solution with 
Hence, we can post  as a constraint

■ We accept only solutions with the exact number of products



For example, we can post:

■ Where  is the index of an order
These new constraints ensure that:
■ The total number of units of each product ...
■ ...Is lower than the total required amount of product 



This model is called prod-sched-2d.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it the "hard" instances

■ How does it compare to the earlier model version?

■ In terms of number of branches?

■ In terms of solution time?

■ Does it find better solutions ealier?



■ The modified Model does indeed find better solutions ealier
■ The modified Model 2 behaves:
■ Better in terms of number of branches
■ Worse in terms of solution time

■ The reason: we have added sum constraints with a lot of terms
■ Those are expensive to propagate
■ We will see how to fix it tomorrow!



Dominance rules generalize symmetries:
■ They apply to non-equivalent solutions
■ Typically employed in optimization problems
Usually, they are more difficult to handle then symmetries
■ A variety of custom approaches
■ A more systematic approach only very recently
If you are interested, there is a paper available on the course web site



Consider this example problem:

And this Model 1 solution:

We can obtain another feasible solution by reordering the units!



Consider this example problem:

And this Model 1 solution:

We can obtain another feasible solution by reordering the units!



This means that there are more symmetries in Model 1
How can we break them?

■ For each product type...

■ ...Implicitly assign the first units to the first deadline, and so on

Then, we can force a total order on the start times:

This works only if the units are sorted by increasing deadline
■ We must make sure that they are!



This model is called prod-sched-1d.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it the "hard" instances

■ And then try the "very hard" instances!

■ How does it compare to the earlier model version?

■ Did you expect this behavior?

■ Can you explain it?



This model is called prod-sched-1d.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it the "hard" instances

■ And then try the "very hard" instances!

■ How does it compare to the earlier model version?

■ Did you expect this behavior?

■ Can you explain it?

The improved model works very well
■ ...But not only for the reason you may think!

■ This fact deserves a dedicated discussion...



Why do the new symmetry breaking constraint work so well?
■ Not only because of the broken symmetries!
Main reason: we get better bound propagation on :
■ Whenever we fix an  variable...
■ ...The chain of  constraints propagates...
■ ...And we get a makespan lower bound
More  constraints = better cost bounds
Can we exploit this insight to obtain improvements?



We can obtain a makespan lower bound by:
■ Counting the number of "holes" (idle time points)
■ Summing the total number of product units
We will see an example on Model 2:
■ We can detect a hole at time  with the expression:

■ Then a bound is given by:



Finally, we can post in Model 2:

This is very different from dominance rules and symmetry breaking csts:
■ The new constraint is not forbidding any solution...
■ ...We post it only because it may lead to better propagation!
We call this a redundant constraint:

A redundant constraint is a constraint that does not change
the solution space, but may improve propagation



This model is called prod-sched-2e.py in the start-kit

■ Download it and test it the "hard" instances

■ And then try the "very hard" instances!

■ How does it compare to the earlier model version?

Answers:
■ Model 2 with the bound works better than the earlier versions



Variable Symmetries



Symmetries may force a solver to visit equivalent solutions
■ Bad for proving optimality/infeasibility
■ May led to trashing
Symmetries are a big topic in Constraint Programming
■ A thorough discussion is too much for this course
■ If you are interested: a few papers on the course web-site
Nevertheless, we will try to be more systematic
■ Formal definitions (for two special cases)
■ A few common symmetry breaking techniques



Symmetries are defined based on the concept of permutation

A permutation  over a discrete set  
is a 1-1 function from  to 

Intuitively: a permutation is just a re-arrangement of the elements. E.g.:



With the permutation concept, we can say that:

A problem has a variable symmetry iff:
■ there exists a permutation  of the variable indices
■ s.t. for each feasllboxible solution
■ we can re-arrange the variables according to 
■ and obtain another feasible solution

■ Swapping variables = re-assigning the values
■ The permutation  identifies a specific symmetry



E.g. given a solution for our nqueens model:

■ We can swap variable 0 with n-1, 1 with n-2...



E.g. given a solution for our nqueens model:

■ We can swap variable 0 with n-1, 1 with n-2...
■ ...and obtain a new feasible solution



E.g. given a solution for our nqueens model:

Intuitively: we flip the chessboard on the y-axis



There are other forms of symmetries
■ We will see an example in the lecture about search...
■ ...But we will not define all the possible cases
Instead, we will briefly survey symmetry breaking techniques

Symmetry breaking = avoid visiting equivalent solutions

The are three main approaches for symmetry breaking in CP:
■ Model reformulation
■ Static symmetry breaking
■ An another one that we will see while discussing search



A first approach to remove symmetries:
■ Formulate an alternative model
■ And make sure that the symmetries are not there
An example: model 2 in this chapter!
A few caveats:
■ The alternative model may have drawbacks (e.g. bad propagation)
■ Some symmetries may still be there
It's all ok: the goal is finding the most effective trade-off



A second approach to remove symmetries:
■ Make some of the equivalent solutions invalid...
■ ...By adding symmetry breaking constraints
Main idea:
■ If a problem contains symmetries 
■ ...Make sure that applying the permutations leads to infeasibility
Can this be done automatically? In some cases. E.g.:
■ We know the permutation for each symmetry
■ We are dealing with variable symmetries



Lex-Leader: a generic method for breaking variable symmetries:
■ For each symmetry (i.e. permutation) 
■ Make sure that only one of the symmetric solutions is valid
■ By adding a lexicographic ordering constraint:

An example of lexicographic ordering:

■ Note: no ordering should enforced on  if ...
■ ...Since otherwise the constraint would trivially fail



In lex-leader, we break symmetries one by one:

■ PRO: it is very general!

■ PRO: breaks all variable symmetries

■ CON: complex constraints

■ CON: what if we have many symmetries?

Example: model 1 in this chapter

■ If we have an order for  product units

■ Every permutation corresponds to a symmetry!

■ Total:  symmetries   constraints



But in model 1 we did not add  constraints
Model 1 was an instance of a special case:
■ If the symmetric variables must be all different...
■ E.g. they are part of an  constraint

■ ...The lex-leader constraints become much simpler!
(Proof) Consider:

■ The reified constraint  cannot be true...
■ ...Because the variables must be all different...
■ ...Therefore, the first constraint (i.e. ) must hold!



Long story short:
■ If the symmetric variables must be all different...
■ ...Each symmetry is broken by a single  constraint...
■ ...And at most  constraints are necessary
If all  permutations are feasible:
■ We just need to pick a variable ordering  (e.g. )
■ And post the constraints:

This is exactly what we did in model 1


